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What is “Tolerability”

International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) E9 

The degree to which overt adverse effects can be tolerated by the subject
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What is “Tolerability”

Definition proposed by 2018 Friends of Cancer Research Working Group with Patient Input

The degree to which symptomatic and non-symptomatic adverse events 
associated with the product’s administration affect the ability or desire of the 
patient to adhere to the dose or intensity of therapy. A complete 
understanding of tolerability should include direct measurement from the 
patient on how they are feeling and functioning while on treatment.
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@FDA Oncology Core Outcomes

• Overall Survival
• Progression Free Survival
• Overall Response Rate
• Serum Biomarkers

• CTCAE Safety Data
• Dose Modifications

• Hospitalizations
• ED Visits
• Morbid Procedures
• Supportive Care Use

Overall Side 
Effect 
Impact

Physical
Function:

Ability to 
carry out 
activities 

that require 
physical 

effort 

Disease
Symptoms

Symptomatic
Adverse 
Events

Clinician Reported and Biomarker Data Patient-Reported and other COA Data

Role 
Function:

Ability to 
Work and 
Perform 
Leisure 

Activities
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Focusing on tolerability, Step 1 is to provide an unbiased 
selection of symptomatic side effects to measure

Drug A Drug B

Drug A Side Effects
Nausea
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Neuropathy

Drug B Side Effects
Neuropathy
Rash
Blurry Vision
Diarrhea

Symptomatic side 
effects informed by 
pre-clinical and 
clinical data with 
strong rationale for 
their selection

Fictitious Head-to-Head Randomized Trial
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Focusing on tolerability, Step 1 is to provide an unbiased 
selection of symptomatic side effects to measure

Drug A Drug B

Drug A Side Effects
Nausea
Vomiting
Diarrhea
Neuropathy

Drug B Side Effects
Neuropathy
Rash
Blurry Vision
Diarrhea

Select the side effects 
that are expected from 
both arms and ask all 
patients this set of 
questions

Fictitious Head-to-Head Randomized Trial
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Overall side effect burden could be a consistent data 
element to compare treatments

Overall Side Effect Burden

Diarrhea Blurry VisionRashNeuropathyNausea

Important symptomatic side effects from BOTH drugs will be asked of all patients on the trial

Vomiting

The focus of our lunch session

Write-In can capture unexpected 
symptomatic side effects 
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How can we quantify the overall side effect burden?

Diarrhea Blurry VisionRashNeuropathyNausea Vomiting

• Do we just add them all up?
• Do we weight the importance of each symptom? 
• Won’t that differ between patients?
• How would we identify “meaningful” change in an overall side effect score?

Overall Side Effect Burden
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Issue:  Even if the right symptomatic toxicities are assessed, we still do not know the 
overall side effect impact from the patient perspective.

1. Some advocate for “summating” the responses to all the questions
2. Some advocate for a single summary question

Discussion topic: What are the strengths and limitations of using a single question like 
FACIT GP5 below as a summary measure of overall side effect impact?
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What is the patient perspective on importance of 
overall tolerability of a cancer treatment?
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Exploring the patient perspective on overall 
tolerability of a cancer treatment
- Discussion
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@FDAOncology has looked at cancer trials 
using GP5 single question

1. Measurement characteristics- test/retest, ordering effects

2. Issues with measurement at baseline (before treatment)
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Test-Retest and Ordering Effects

• Randomized open-label trial comparing 2 active renal cell 
carcinoma treatments with differential toxicities

• General QOL assessed - FACT-G

• RCC specific PRO also assessed – FKSI-19
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FACT-G:  5th question FKSI-19:  16th question 

Question: What is test- retest agreement for this question?

Question: Does “priming” with multiple side effects 
(including the most common AE) lead to higher bother on 
the FKSI-19 compared to FACT-G?

Preceded by 3 
symptom questions

Preceded by 14 
symptom questions
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Reasonable item agreement and no clear ordering effects were noted

Fernandes et al. Value in Health 2019 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1098301519305741?via%3Dihub

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/10983015
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1098301519305741?via%3Dihub
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Discussion

• What are the issues around 
measurement characteristics for 
a single item global measure?
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@FDAOncology has looked at cancer 
trials using GP5 single question

1. Measurement characteristics- test/retest, ordering effects

2. Issues with measurement at baseline (before treatment)
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Baseline Assessment of Side Effect Bother
• 5 Randomized Trials submitted to FDA for Review

Trial Disease Prior Rx Investigational Rx

1 1st line Metastatic 
Prostate Ca

Hormones, Surgery, Radiotherapy Cytotoxic Chemotherapy

2 2nd line Metastatic 
Prostate Ca

Hormones, Surgery, Radiotherapy, 
Cytotoxic Chemotherapy

Cytotoxic Chemotherapy

3 1st line Metastatic 
Prostate Ca

Hormones, Surgery, Radiotherapy Hormonal Therapy

4 1st line Metastatic 
Renal Cell Ca

Surgery, Radiotherapy Kinase inhibitor, Immunotherapy

5 Localized HER2 +ve
Breast Ca

Extended adjuvant therapy Kinase inhibitor
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ePRO “Forced” 
Completion?

Roydhouse et. al 2020 Clinical Trials https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1740774520910389

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1740774520910389


32Roydhouse et. al 2020 Clinical Trials https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1740774520910389

6-10% less patients did not complete GP5 
at baseline compared to other items

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1740774520910389


33Roydhouse et. al 2020 Clinical Trials https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1740774520910389

Across the 5 trials up to 9.4% of 
patients reported high levels of side 
effect bother AT BASELINE

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.1177/1740774520910389
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• What are issues to consider with respect to baseline measurement of overall 
side effect bother?

• Are there improvements that could be made to existing single item questions?



A single question has the obvious benefit of simplicity and low burden. The two most common 
arguments I’ve heard against using a single item global question for an overall summary 
measure of side effects:

1. It’s not sensitive enough
Response: For comparative tolerability, we should be aiming for “meaningful” differences.
We would not use this for noninferiority or equivalence questions. 

2.   It is insufficient to interpret overall tolerability with a single question
Response: I agree it should not be used alone as a single question, but as part of a PRO assessment 
strategy that includes most common expected symptomatic toxicities, ideally with a free text 
question as well as physical and role function (@FDAOncology Core Outcomes).

My Perspective on This Issue:



Closing Thoughts on a Single Item Summary 
Measure of Side Effect Bother



Thank you! 

Enjoy your break….  



FIFTH ANNUAL CLINICAL OUTCOME ASSESSMENTS
IN CANCER CLINICAL TRIALS (COA-CCT) WORKSHOP

BREAK – 1:00pm - 2:00pm

Please log back on at 1:55pm for session 4!

#OCEOutcomes20
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